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Daddy's Story 2015-05-14
it s a story you shouldn t be reading it s a personal
journey that was originally written by a father for
only his daughter s eyes it s an emotional story that
shows how a father was brought to his lowest point in
his life where he could see no return but the father
held on his daughter was his vision his daughter was
what kept him going and kept them both from harm s way
it s all about a fathers love and devotion to his
daughter in a world where he struggles to grasp how
parents can play games in aid to gain for themselves in
a world where fathers at times are pushed aside and
their voices ignored and unheard just like a child s
just like the life he lived a father leaves his story
for his daughter so she can understand in years to come
how he fought for her how he gave up his life just so
his daughter could be brought up in a normal way it s
now a fathers turn to speak up to show his daughter and
maybe the world how and why they have an unbreakable
bond to show how this bond has been tested and pushed
to its limits this story is for every person for every
mum for every dad who has a child they love it s for
every person who has a parent they love and cherish
because this story will make you fall in love with how
a father loves his daughter and how far he will go to
make sure she is fine it s a story to show the world
nothing can beat the love of your child and nothing
should it s a story he hopes will change the thinking
of many people one day

Dad, I Want to Hear Your Story
2019-05-27
for father s day give your dad the gift of memories and
legacy dad i want to hear your story is the place for
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fathers to tell their tales and create a cherished
legacy imagine reading this rich record of your father
s journey who he is and his experiences imagine sitting
with your children and sharing his story and one day
them sharing it with their kids dad i want to hear your
story will guide your father with questions assisting
him in sharing the stories of his childhood his teens
and his adult years this will be his tale his triumphs
his challenges this will be the story of your hero
bestselling author jeffrey mason has created a guided
journal that will give your father the gift of legacy
and you the gift of memories buy dad i want to hear
your story and give your father a gift that will
continue to give over the years i can t wait to read
what my dad writes about his life there is so much i
want to know chris darling my father has always been my
hero and i want to know as much as i can about who he
is cindy collingsworth this gift if for my dad and me
steve syphax

The Story Of A Father And A Son
2020-06-18
dad don t worry if they don t want you if they don t
love you i love you i know my child and i love you isn
t that how it goes we ask do you love me and we reply i
love you i don t like the i am loved do you he nodded
no you should love people some people son are sent to
this earth to love they have love in them god himself
and share it and as they share it so it multiplies he
thought about what i said for a moment i decided what i
want to do in life what my child love dad my son asked
me to tell my story but it s not just mine it s him too
it s the story of both of us the story of a father and
a son
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Dad, I Want to Hear Your Story
2021-11-15
what s your story is a compelling inspiring guide for
dads and their children in turns provocative and
playful it lays out a path for fathers to share their
stories the results can be momentous you see mom for
the first time what happens next is resilience
something learned or something developed you ve just
had a perfect day what happened if i could hear your
voice telling me something every single morning i wake
up and every night i go to bed what would you say what
s your story fosters a powerful conversation between
father and child it encourages a dialogue that helps
kids learn more about their dad questions about their
upbringing belief systems and what stories they want to
share with their family s future generations the
authors offer a carefully crafted path designed to
cultivate the sharing of a dad s life stories and world
view

What's Your Story? 2016-06-07
this book is designed to inspire fathers to write about
their life s key memories experiences and feelings
following the guided prompts some of the questions are
what do you remember about the place you lived when you
were a child what was the proudest moment in your
childhood what were you most passionate about as a
teenager can you tell me about a memorable travel
experience you had what are your favourite family
activities what are some of the most important lessons
you ve learned in life there are more than 60 questions
about childhood adolescence adulthood and fatherhood
your story will be forever engraved on this book and
will be cherished by your children and future
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generations of your family click on buy now to get your
copy product details convenient size 7 x10 82 page with
more than 60 thoughtful questions premium matte finish
cover paperback softcover great gifts ideas for
birthdays christmas father s day special occasions and
holidays check out our other beautiful and unique books
and journals by clicking on our brand name

Dad, I Want to Hear Your Story
2023-05-05
children and adults will enjoy this touching tale of
fatherly love and the fulfillment that a family brings
to one s life join king big bear and his comrades as
they try to put an end to the evil acts of the old
wizard

Dad Tell Me Your Story 2021-03-15
learn everything you ve ever wanted to know about your
dad in dad tell me your life story which is a guided
journal filled with questions for your father to answer
this large 8 5x11 inch book allows plenty of lined
space for your dad to write in every page contains
several questions that relate to one another to help
your dad really open up and tell you his life store
learn about his childhood his young adult like his
likes and dislikes his relationship with your mom his
parenting memories and so much more there are also
pages in the back for photos and memorabilia this book
makes a fabulous gift and a lasting keepsake

A Father's Wish 2016-03
a chicken soup collection of 52 inspiring stories about
remarkable dads what they do what they say how they
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change the lives of their kids each story is shared
with us by a daughter or son age 4 to 81 this book is
filled with family photos the writing style is unique
it flows like melted butter and reads with a rhythm and
smoothness rarely seen read about the dad who coldly
fired his son from the family business but then helped
that young man to a fabulous life or the father and son
trucking along together on a dusty back road and what
happened with that playboy magazine they found in the
dirt your heart will go out to four year old janie hite
she was born with serious medical problems that will
endure for life read her story about a dad who reached
out desperately in the middle of the night to save her
life endorsed by harvey mackay swim with the sharks
fame and mark victor hansen chicken soup fame this may
be the best book of 2013

Dad, I Want to Hear Your Story
2022-04-06
get to know dad better than ever help him share life
and memories and create a lasting keepsake together
this guided journal contains thoughts and experiences
detail driven prompts for your great father to answer
and tell you his life story from childhood teenage life
school life and adulthood sample questions include what
do you miss most about being a kid write about a
favorite memory from your teen what did you like and
dislike about school how did you dress during your
teens this gift contains 100 journal prompts for your
father to write in his special memories and thoughts 7
x 10 inches handy size beautiful soft matt cover buy
this special gift and give your father a forever gift
that will last for generations
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Dad Tell Me Your Life Story
2019-12-17
dad i want to hear your story is the perfect way for
your father to tell the tales you have always wanted to
hear while also creating a cherished legacymeasures 6 x
9 inches120 pages white papermatte cover paperback
cover

How Fathers Change Lives 2013-06
to compile this heartfelt homage the author asked
people of all ages from all walks of life to reminisce
about their dads the results are reflective and
poignant

Dad, Tell Me Your Story! a Father's
Life Story 2021-02-18
this is a warming story for all of those who spent a
life time attempting to understand their father it s a
story about a father who had many faults and failures
but the love of a son never waviered in the end it s a
story of a son that finds only love and goodness in his
father

Ever After 1995
fathers and sons speak documents the most memorable and
significant learning s of a son who decided to hear his
father s story after 28 years of absence it is a
challenge to the bitter hopeless carless and
unforgiving attitude that haunts many fathers and sons
it gives insight to women who fulfill the parent role
in the absence of a man it speaks to the gaps that
exist as a consequence of the strained and nonexistent
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relationships between sons and fathers it is a call to
the generation of shattered and estranged families
encouraging them to come back together it is an
invitation to value stories while having the courage to
share your own it extends an invitation to value
stories over comfort pain and fear

Dad, I Want to Hear Your Story
2020-07-16
being fatherless or growing up without a father s
presence is not an easy life stories yet many of us are
living such stories this story is written to give a
glimpse of hope to the fatherless to cheer them on
living their own life stories to tell them that we are
not alone there is hope for you as there is for me god
continues to love us even if we didn t feel loved by
our fathers so do not give up

I Remember when Dad-- 2003
in my father s shadow is a series of short stories
chronicling the life of the author s father in these
stories the author has attempted to capture the essence
of what his father taught his brother and him the time
they spent in play and the life lessons which has left
an indelible imprint in point of fact it is a story
about all fathers most average men very few leaving a
legacy of great deeds but through small acts of
kindness love and favor are elevated to greatness its
every man s story the story begins with his father in
the early 1900 s growing up in tidewater virginia
during the depression years we travel with him to his
time in the navy during world war ii and post war years
building a quality of life for himself and family the
last chapter brings us to his last days and gives the
reader the opportunity to reflect on his life also
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included are historical references to the time in which
his father lived spanning a period of remarkable
medical political and socioeconomic significance

Forgotten Father 2015-11-14
father s day is a day of honoring fatherhood and
paternal bonds as well as the influence of fathers in
society everyone knows how hard dad has sacrificed his
all life to best taking care of his children that we
must honor in these real life stories you ll meet all
kinds of fathers from a firefighter who literally saves
life to the everyday heroes on whom we depend for
strength support encouragement love and wisdom whether
these inspiring stories are told by the dads themselves
or the children who love them the theme that runs
throughout them is that no matter how difficult things
may be no matter how hard times may get you can always
count on dad the author shares the experience of
raising his son from his birth to the day he was
dropped off at college through humorous short stories
his accounts will make your heart soar as he shares the
joys and challenges of being a first time father buy
this book now

Fathers and Sons Speak 2017-09-23
in this heartbreaking true story the abduction of his
daughter has a father on an emotional and difficult
journey in pursuit of justice the battle is bitter and
brutal with the child stuck in the middle of a
heartless and inept uk legal system constant and
baseless accusations from the mother further derail
proceedings causing delays and torment for their
daughter this is a story of courage angst perseverance
selfishness love and pain two sides rivalling for the
residency of their daughter one trying to bring her
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back home to the life she adores the other starting a
new life in an unfamiliar location many miles away from
family and friends excerptas always the court can be
rather stressful and frustrating for all of the
positive expectations and desire for success it s never
straightforward and always unpredictable court had been
something of a mixed bag the good news is that after
court i will be collecting jessie for our weekend
contact it provided a nice distraction and eased any
frustrations the court process has been long with no
end in sight whenever it seems to be concluding
obstacles disrupt the process and prolong the suffering
i browsed through shops as i awaited jessie s arrival
into the city centre she arrived with emma and a school
friend in attendance my only focus was jessie and
making the transition as swift as possible we have a
long journey south and i no longer desire to be in the
company of casey or emma the reality is that their body
language and demeanour annoy me they exude smugness and
arrogance

My Father(less) Story English edition
2018-04-08
explore the tensions and tenderness between fathers and
sons in this masterpiece of narrative psychology we
live in a story shaped world as the editors say and
between fathers and sons critical incident narratives
in the development of men s lives shows how the stories
we construct come to shape our perceptions of the world
and of ourselves the incidents recounted here are more
than just moving funny or painful stories of fathers
and sons each is a myth that helped form the authors
social and moral identity this blend of feeling and
intellect story and analysis makes between fathers and
sons a work of art as well as a work of psychology the
contributors many of them pioneers of narrative therapy
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bring unique insight to bear on their own stories using
a broad array of narrative forms from the soliliquy to
the multiple narrator they explore and analyze themes
of silence mystery respect sports self reliance and
longing for continuity in the stories you will find in
between fathers and sons a father s disappointed
silence is transformed as it resonates through four
generations a korean immigrant faces the differences
between his ideals of fatherhood and his son s american
view a father son fishing trip ends with the biggest
fish ever or no fish at all betrayed by his stepfather
a boy seeks guidance from stories of his dead father a
baptist preacher helps his son make an agonizing choice
a grown man s memory of a childhood event gives him new
insight into his father s identity and their
relationship between fathers and sons is a landmark
volume in father son relationships and in narrative
therapy it is destined to become a classic in the field

In My Father's Shadow 1917-03-27
the lowdown on what it s like to be raised by a legend
frequently funny and consistently intimate a great read
bookpage those searching for a moving father s day gift
need look no further publishers weekly men like john
wayne and john lennon nolan ryan and bruce lee cesar
chavez christopher reeve and miles davis have touched
the lives of millions but at home to their children
they were not their public personas they were dad maybe
davis didn t leave the office at five o clock to come
home and play catch with his son erin but the man we
see through erin s eyes is so alive so real so not the
king of cool he taught his son to box made a killer pot
of chili watched mtv alongside him that it brings us to
a whole new appreciation for the artist each of these
forty first person narratives intimate heartfelt
unvarnished surprising and profoundly universal shows
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us not only a very different view of a figure we
thought we knew but also a wholly fresh and moving idea
of what it means to be a father

A Father's Story 2021-04-05
stories of fatherhood gathers more than a century of
classic short stories about having becoming loving and
losing fathers frank o connor s hilarious tale of a
tiny boy s war against his paternal rival in my oedipus
complex sits beside ann packer s touching portrait of a
man preparing for the wonder and terror of his first
child s birth at the other end of the lifespan john
updike s my father s tears jim shepard s the mortality
of parents and william maxwell s the man who lost his
father bring us face to face with a loss that is like
no other in between we encounter a full range of
emotions connecting men and their offspring tenderness
and devotion anxiety and incomprehension admiration and
regret powerful patriarchs cast a long shadow in
katherine mansfield s the daughters of the late colonel
and d h lawrence s the christening while edith wharton
s his father s son sheds a more ironic light on the
paternal legacy e l doctorow s young protagonist forced
to write letters impersonating his dead father arrives
at a deeper understanding of him while in helen simpson
s sorry an old man s hearing aid seems to reveal what
his children secretly think about him paternal bonds
are forged outside biology too graham swift portrays a
man wistfully seeking a substitute son while guy de
maupassant s forlorn waif triumphantly acquires an
ideal father in these twenty stories an array of great
writers ranging from kafka joyce and nabokov to raymond
carver harold brodkey and andre dubus offers a
wonderfully varied assortment of fictional takes on
paternity
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Go With You Along The Way 2019-06-19
no love is greater than that of a father for his son a
father s love for a son is magnificent and encompassing
this feeling can t be explained by the same dna genes
it s something bigger than that dad i want to hear your
story is the perfect way fathers can share the joys and
triumphs of their lives while also creating a cherished
legacy imagine reading about the details of his life
and journey dad i want to hear your story will guide
your dad with suggestions and questions making it easy
for him to share the stories of his childhood
adolescence and adulthood this will be your life your
victories your challenges and your lessons

A Father's Daughter 2014-01-02
in a world where values are fast eroding loretta seeks
to share her unique experience growing up in benin
nigeria with her father a man who had a lot to teach my
father s daughter is a true inspirational story of the
experiences of a little girl a young lady and a grown
woman seeing the world as it could be through her daddy
s eyes experiencing the world as it is after he was no
more the betrayals the hardships the resolute resolve
and finally a tale of love of a woman accomplished
drawing from the strength of character instilled in her
by her loving father so many years ago my father s
daughter is a timely guide a recollection of old age
values that are still relevant for success today in
family life as well as at work or in business

Between Fathers and Sons 1901
this is a reproduction of the original artefact
generally these books are created from careful scans of
the original this allows us to preserve the book
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accurately and present it in the way the author
intended since the original versions are generally
quite old there may occasionally be certain
imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to
make these classics available again for future
generations to enjoy

My Name Is Dad 1999-12-01
an on the ground view of childhood through the eyes of
an eccentric but devoted father and teacher in the
mountains of new mexico written during the first year
of the earth children an experimental forest
kindergarten the stories in this book will leave you
laughing surprised and occasionally uncomfortable the
central relationship between father and daughter
reveals much about the simple emotional struggles of
day to day life and the joys of being alive names and
details in a father s life have been changed for
privacy but the stories are true

Father, Fathers 2020-03-31
when fred fruehan s son freddy is kidnapped at age
fourteen fred puts his life on hold and vows to find
him freddy escapes from his captors but not from the
horror of those thirty five days off the grid is the
story of fred s attempts to save his son it is the
story of a father s journey including facing his own
past and his own demons

To Me, He Was Just Dad 2014-05-13
a father son memoir that tells the story of a tough
disciplinarian alcoholic father and a sensitive
creative rebellious son through the years dad was
always trying to toughen me up he would say i m not
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here to be your friend i m here to be your father it
was difficult being the son of a man that was so blunt
and in your face but in the end it was just what i
needed all the lessons he taught me were put to the
test when he passed away unexpectedly easter morning
2016 if i had to use one word to describe dad it would
be presence dad was a presence he had a presence and he
made his presence known wherever he went he was a voice
a booming megaphone like voice and his smile could
light up a room he lived hard loved hard and did it his
own way the following stories will give you some
insight into the man i was lucky enough to call dad for
37 years

Stories of Fatherhood 2020-05-03
a wonderful way for adult sons and daughters to
hopefully improve relationships with their dad learn
something new or just have intriguing conversations
with their fathers author christine jackson what do you
really know about your dad do you know much about his
childhood the difficulties he has faced the fun things
he did the things he wished he had done your dad is so
much more than the man who raised you he grew up in a
time very different from yours the beliefs habits and
expectations were very different as were the way things
were done your dad has seen a lot in his life getting
to hear his journey will help you to understand him in
a whole new light start the conversation with your dad
especially if he is elderly this book is a guide which
provides questions to ask as well as how and when to
ask them use this as a way to grow mend and or heal the
relationship between you and your dad preserve this man
s journey through life and in particular his role as
dad his story is his legacy to you this book do you
know your dad s story becomes more valuable as the
decades slip past providing a snapshot in time not only
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of the individuals but also of the era in which they
lived p m terrell international award winning author

Dad , I Want to Hear Your Story .
Journal 2018-07-20
this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923
this book may have occasional imperfections such as
missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
that were either part of the original artifact or were
introduced by the scanning process we believe this work
is culturally important and despite the imperfections
have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed
works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the
imperfections in the preservation process and hope you
enjoy this valuable book

My Father's Daughter 2020-04-29
ourfamily ourstories dad s story is a thoughtfully
designed journal filled with insightful prompts and
ample space for your father to recount his unique
journey painting a vivid portrait of his life it
beckons him to share his tales of love resilience and
wisdom from the priceless moments of joy to the trials
that have shaped him the book offers a pathway for your
father to narrate his life in his own words granting
you a deeper understanding of his experiences and
perspectives it captures his legacy his lessons his
dreams and the values he cherishes the most but this
book is more than just a collection of stories it s a
journey to understanding the man behind the title of
dad it gives him the chance to reflect on his life pen
down his triumphs remember his challenges and celebrate
his accomplishments with our family our stories dad s
story you re not just preserving the past you re
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building a bridge of understanding empathy and
connection between generations this invaluable keepsake
ensures that his words wisdom and legacy will echo
across time inspiring generations to come encourage
your father to share his journey and let his story
unfold page by page through his voice experience the
extraordinary saga of your family for a father s story
is where our stories truly begin

Father Time's Story Book 2019-03-27
everyone has a dadÓ story to compile this heartfelt
homage egan asked people of all ages from all walks of
life to reminisce about their dads as she states they
may be just ordinary dads doing ordinary things but
they are unwittingly creating lasting memories unique
portraits of their humanity Ó throughout the pages of
this collection fond memories willingly shared reach
out to all of us reminding us just how special our own
fathers have been these stories are sure to inspire
memories good feelings even deeper love understanding
of our own fathers as well as warm the hearts of dads
of all ages

A Father's Life 2019-01-22
an eloquent personal reflection on the fascination of
family history and the desire to both discover and
escape origins in forgetting fathers david marshall
weaves together the stories of his grandfather and
great grandfather with his own quest to solve the
mystery of his family s past beginning as a search for
his lost family name marshall attempts to understand
the origins of his grandfather who spent part of his
childhood in the hebrew orphan asylum of the city of
new york he also reconstructs the life and death of his
great grandfather a russian immigrant tailor who died
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at age thirty six in a private sanitarium dedicated to
the treatment of mental and nervous diseases the
narrative becomes a detective story that reflects on
our ambivalence about origins the relation between
history and mourning and the compulsion to search for
life stories forgetting fathers combines historical
accounts based on records reports and public documents
with autobiographical reflections and speculations
included throughout are photographs newspaper clippings
and facsimiles of original documents that provide a
sense of both the texture of the times and the fabric
of archival and genealogical research one of our most
gifted literary scholars david marshall in forgetting
fathers has written an un forgettable detective story
born in a deeply felt personal quest to solve the
mystery of his grandfather s name the result is not
only an absorbing read it is a profound testament to
the human impulse to know who we are and from whence we
came for marshall that secret was locked a century ago
in the hebrew orphan asylum of the city of new york and
in his odyssey to find and turn the key marshall
becomes the living proof of eudora welty s timeless
line remembering is done through the blood henry louis
gates jr alphonse fletcher university professor harvard
university forgetting fathers is a truly remarkable
piece of work the pertinacity of marshall as a reader
as a critic as a theorist impels him on his quest to
learn all that he can about his past the book is
riveting jonathan freedman coeditor of jewish in
america from the hebrew orphan asylum to the history of
new york tailors david marshall weaves his jewish
family memoir with gripping details an enlightening
contribution to the growing body of research on the
lives and institutions of twentieth century jewish
immigrants mikhal dekel author of the universal jew
masculinity modernity and the zionist moment
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Off the Grid 2019-07-08
in this compellingly honest collection of stories avi
introduces seven boys seeking acceptance guidance or
just someone to look up to luke sees the ghost of his
father paul takes a camping trip with the grandfather
he s just met and ryan has some surprising questions
for his potential stepfather each story shines a
different light on the question what s the most
important thing a father can do for his son

Tough Love 2019-05-13

Do You Know Your Dad's Story? 1993

Daddy, where are You? 2011-10-01

Four Years in a Red Hell 2023-09

Our Family, Our Stories. Dad's Story
2006-09-01

I Remember When Dad 2015-09-24

Forgetting Fathers 2017-08-03
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